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LGV in a nutshell

LGV is an adversarial attack that:

● improves the transferability (generalization) of adversarial examples,
● simply attacks models collected along the SGD trajectory with a high learning rate,
● beats (all combinations of) four state-of-the-art techniques,
● exploits the geometry of the weight space to find flatter adversarial examples in 

the feature space.



Background

Adversarial examples
Worst-case distributional shift.

Goodfellow, I. et al. (2014). Explaining and Harnessing Adversarial Examples



Background

Transferability
An adversarial example against a model is likely to be also
adversarial against another model.

“Gibbon”
61% confidence

TargetSurrogate

FeedAttack

Black-box attack



Random directions in the weight space increase transferability.

Random directions in the feature space do not.

Motivation

Gaussian noise on weightsDNN weights



Random directions in the weight space increase transferability.

Equivalent to adding feature noise structured by local variations of input gradients in the weight space:

Motivation



The vicinity
in the weight space
is relevant for 
transferability.



Model Collection
Collect models during a few epochs with a high learning rate

LGV: phase 1



Adversarial example crafting
Apply classical attack on one collected model per iteration

LGV: phase 2



LGV alone beats all (combinations of) four state-of-the-art techniques.

Evaluation



Implemented in the torchattacks library

Possible to combine with any other attack
Demo notebook available

Usage



RQ   Why do weights from a vicinity help to attack a model 
from another vicinity?

How to explain the success of LGV?

2 keys:

1. LGV produces flatter adversarial examples.
2. The LGV subspace embeds geometric properties relevant for transferability.



Background about flatness for (natural) generalization

I - The surrogate-target misalignment hypothesis

Lo
ss

Weights (parameters)

Keskar, N. S., et al. (2017). On large-batch training for deep learning: Generalization gap and sharp minima. ICLR 2017



Flatter adversarial examples may be more robust to misalignment between 
surrogate and target.

I - The surrogate-target misalignment hypothesis



LGV collects models in flatter regions of the weight space…

LGV → Flatness in the weight space

Among others
Optimal lengths of random and LGV 
deviations vectors

Random raysHessian-based sharpness metrics Interpolation in the weight space



…as a result, LGV produces adversarial examples flatter in the feature space. 

LGV → Flatness in the feature space

Natural 
example LGV 

adversarial 
example

Baseline 
adversarial 
example



LGV appears particularly well aligned with the target

The surrogate-target (mis)alignment

Loss contours have similar shape which appear shifted



However individual LGV models do not succeed on their own…

Flatness is not enough

1 DNN 
baseline



II - LGV subspace properties

The subspace     is:

1. Densely related to transferability, i.e., useful,
2. Composed of directions whose relative importance correlates with geometrical 

properties, i.e., its geometry is relevant,
3. Useful when shifted to other solutions, i.e., its geometry captures generic 

properties.

We consider the weight subspace defined by deviations of LGV weights from their 
average,



Despite the high dimensionality of the weight space, SGD updates are 
concentrated in a tiny subspace

Background - SGD Subspace



The LGV subspace is significantly better than a random subspace
→ Specific relation to transferability.

A) A subspace useful for transferability

Random directions 
in full weight space 

vs. LGV



Sampling random directions in the subspace have results close to LGV.

→ Densely related to transferability

A) A subspace useful for transferability

Random directions 
in LGV subspace 

vs. LGV



The subspace is composed of directions whose relative importance depends on 
the functional similarity between surrogate and target. 

B) Relevance of Geometry



LGV deviations can be shifted in the weight space and significantly outperform 
random directions.

C) Generic Geometry Properties



LGV is simple yet effective to enhance black-box attack.

Conclusion

Overall, the improved transferability of LGV comes from the geometry of the 
subspace formed by LGV weights in a flatter region of the loss.
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